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CE CLASS DESCRIPTIONS AND INSTRUCTOR BIOGRAPHIES 
 
 
Geeks Bearing Gifts: Unwrapping New Technology Trends  
Wednesday, April 5, 2006 – 1:30 pm - 5:30 pm (FSU-van leaves hotel at 1:00 pm; 
parking at University is to be avoided!) 
4 hours (4 CEU) - $70.00 
Instructor: Dale Prince  

This class is intended to provide a fun, fast-paced, and informative introduction to and update 
on today’s hottest technology trends. Program participants will be able to identify technology 
trends and they will understand how these trends will impact or can be integrated into 
traditional library services. Content will be presented with a “can-do” focus intended to 
encourage participants to investigate at least one technology for implementation in their 
institution. Course structure will include brief vignettes and demonstrations of a wide variety of 
technologies. Some of the topics to be covered include instant messaging, podcasting, open 
source software, spyware and other malware, developments in mobile computing, blogs and 
wikis, radio-frequency identification, and more. The hands-on class is 4 hours.  

J. Dale Prince, MA, MLS, AHIP, is Technology Coordinator for the National Network of 
Libraries of Medicine, Southeastern Atlantic Region located at the Human Services Library of 
the University of Maryland, Baltimore. Dale provides Internet and technology instruction to 
medical librarians and health professionals within the region, as well as training and outreach 
for a variety of National Library of Medicine programs and services. Mr. Prince has 14 years 
experience as an instructor and trainer and five years of experience as a medical librarian. He 
received his Master of Library Science from Indiana University, is a member of Beta Phi Mu 
and the Academy of Health Information Professionals. 

Disaster Preparedness   
Thursday, April 6, 2006, 8:00 am – 3:30 pm 
6 hours - $55.00 (A superb opportunity! Solinet usually charges $225.00 for this course!)  
Price renegotiated due to funds available from National Endowment for the Humanities, Division of 
Preservation and Access! 
 
Instructor: Tina Mason 

Libraries and archives are vulnerable to a variety of disasters. Fire, smoke, flooding, burst or 
leaking pipes have damaged collections -- learn what you can do to prevent and minimize 
unnecessary loss. Librarians and archivists must be prepared to handle both minor incidents 
and large-scale emergencies. This requires that institutions have knowledgeable staff and 
written plans for dealing with emergency situations, so that fewer disasters occur and 
damaged materials can be salvaged successfully. Library staff must also be trained in proper 
recovery techniques and procedures. 

This one-day class will provide the training necessary to plan, organize, and execute a disaster 
plan and a salvage operation. In addition to in-depth discussion on the disaster planning 
process, there will be demonstrations of salvage techniques.  

Price!!! 



Tina Mason Tina Mason is the Manager of Preservation Services at the Southeastern Library 
Network (SOLINET).  She was promoted to manager in October 2005 after serving as the 
Preservation Field Services Officer, then the Preservation Education Officer for nearly 7 years.  
She received an MLIS and a Certificate of Advanced Study in Conservation from the University 
of Texas at Austin.  Prior to joining SOLINET, she spent a year working in the Book 
Conservation Lab of the Smithsonian Institution Libraries.  She lectures on a wide range of 
preservation topics and is active in the ALA, Preservation and Reformatting Section, the 
American Institute for Conservation, Society of American Archivists, and the Society of Georgia 
Archivists. 

 
Copyright Issues Faced by Medical, hospital and Health Sciences Librarians 
Thursday, April 6, 2006 – 8:00 am – 12 noon  
4 hours (CEUs pending) - $70.00 
Instructors: Michelle Foss & Lori Driscoll 
 

This class will cover the practical applications of copyright, fair use and the TEACH Act and how 
you can apply it to your library setting. Discussion of copyright 107, 108,109 and 110 will be 
presented.  Interactive scenarios on how to provide copyright information to your patrons will be 
presented. 

 
 Michelle Foss is an Assistant University Librarian and Head of Interlibrary Loan for the 
 University of Florida Smather's Libraries, where she manages the functions of operations of 
 interlibrary loan, and copyright clearance. Michelle is the previous Assistant Director of Access 
 Services at the University of Florida Libraries Health Science Center where she managed 
 copyright clearance, electronic reserves, circulation and interlibrary loan.  
 

Lori Driscoll is an Associate University Librarian and Chair of Access Services for the  University 
of Florida Smather's Libraries, where she manages the functions of course reserves  and 
copyright clearance, circulation, interlibrary loan, stacks maintenance, and the remote  storage 
facility. She has taught undergraduate information studies courses, facilitated  workshops on 
copyright and intellectual freedom, edited the Journal of Access Services, and  published books 
and articles of interest to access services.  

 
 
Critical Appraisal of the Literature  **CANCELED**  
Thursday, April 6, 2006 – 1:30 pm – 5:30 pm 
4 hour (4 CEU) - $70.00 
Instructor: helen-ann brown 
 

Now that you've expertly searched for it, is the article any good? This is a course in using the 
Users Guides to the Medical Literature and critical appraisal checklists to critically appraise an 
article along with tips on how to conduct a critical appraisal session. Many of us are involved in 
teaching expert searching skills and searching in an evidence-based way and then we leave it to 
others to go through the appraisal process of the "golden article." In this hands-on, "Train the 
Trainer" format, a treatment and diagnosis article will be appraised. We'll realize the value of 
various appraisal checklists and even do some statistical calculations. 
 
helen-ann brown, MLS, MS, AHIP, is the Acting Head of Information Services at the Weill Cornell 
Medical Library and a visiting adjunct professor at the Pratt Institute School of Information and 
Library Science. She holds a second masters degree from the University of Pennsylvania in the 
Dynamics of Organization. helen-ann's chief interests center around clinical librarianship and 
other outreach efforts, searching in an evidence-based way, teaching, and marketing of libraries 
and librarians. Over the past years she has presented CE courses, posters and papers at MLA 
Annual Meetings and MLA Chapter meetings on these topics. helen-ann has been honored to serve 
on and chair MLA committees, Hospital Libraries Section of MLA committees, Leadership and 
Management Section of MLA committees and New York-New Jersey Chapter of MLA committees. 
People find helen-ann to be energetic, enthusiastic and excited about everything she does.  


